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I have to say that I remained a rear view passenger when it came to
this month’s cover. The person who was in the driving seat, with
both
hands
firmly
on
the
wheel,
was
Phil
Townsend
of
lazycarrot.com., and what a great collage of colour and images Phil
has produced. It is of course the cover of the programme for The
Third Annual John Green Day to be held at The Moat House Hotel,
Northampton on the 17th May 2003. In keeping with the theme of the
day, Phil has designed a ‘folkie’ type cover, the photograph coming
straight from 1963 when Carolyn Hester’s hair was flowing long and
Dylan’s mop was tucked under his corduroy cap.
It is not Dylan’s cap that catches my eye in this picture however
but rather his shirt, or to be more precise, his shirtsleeves. The
young folkie clearly means business: his sleeves are rolled up to
his elbows in a working man’s stance.
Being an avid watcher of Dylan images, I tried to recall any
official album covers where Dylan has his sleeves rolled up.
Strangely the first image that came to mind was not of Dylan but
was of the rail road worker with the pick axe who appears on the
cover of ‘Slow Train Coming’. That was perhaps the obvious one, but
then: ‘Down In The Groove’ is a proper roll up; ‘Street Legal’
looks a little rolled and ‘Empire Burlesque’ is a kind of a jacket
and shirt half roll.
None of these quite match Dylan's determined fully rolled sleeve on
the programme cover for The Third Annual John green day. So taking our cue from Bob the Builder – sleeves rolled up fellas –
it’s time to work!
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The press of April/May 2002 was predictably dominated by Dylan’s return to these shores for a
largely successful tour of the UK during Jubilee Year. John Harris previewed it in May’s edition of
Q with a rundown of the best Bob Dylan urban legends, so it’s “Hello” once again to the tales of
Dylan buying clogs in motorway service stations, getting the wrong house whilst visiting Dave
Stewart, hiding a naked woman in his hotel wardrobe in 1965 and not really hurting himself when he
fell off his motorbike. Gavin Martin’s Daily Mirror preview was more reverential, beginning with
Dylan’s Churchill speech from a London stage in 2000, which proves, he claims, that Dylan loves
the UK as much as the UK loves him.
The opening Brighton show was unanimously positively received. The Sunday Express awarded
it four stars and concluded that, if Dylan has settled for entertainment value only these days, then he
is well equipped to deliver. The Daily Telegraph’s Capar Llewellyn Smith delighted in Dylan’s
fearless reinvention of his back catalogue but also noted that “the new material also shone:
particularly a gorgeous Sugar Baby”.
Despite concluding that Tangled Up In Blue and Rainy Day Women are well past their sell-by date
(can’t argue with that), The Independent’s Gavin Martin also enjoyed Brighton, especially the Love
And Theft material and an encore of Man Of Constant Sorrow, where “Ferocious heavy metal blasts
and searing three-part harmonies are alid over the ancient lament in a reminder that long after the
expectation has passed Dylan still has the capacity to spring a brilliant shock.” Witnessing Dylan
sing Masters Of War in a “husking death rattle” forces The Guardian’s Alexis Petridis to decide that
“Watching Dylan battle his back catalogue is infinitely more entertaining than seeing another superannuated star glide slickly through their hits.”
Neil Sowerby of the Manchester Evening News likened the Manchester show to a butterfly;
“…it’s fascinating to observe but you know there’s a thing of beauty trapped inside.” For Sowerby,
the butterfly emerged during Don’t Think Twice, Blind Willie McTell and, in particular, a “simply
radiant” Visions Of Johanna.
Writing for The Independent on Sunday, Simon Price reveals that his father once told him that he
would understand Bob Dylan one day. Standing next to his father at Cardiff’s International Arena,
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Price is finally forced to realize he was right: “..when he sings Positively Fourth Street, even without
Al Kooper’s Hammond Organ, if I had hairs on the back of my neck, they would be erect.”
The Birmingham NEC gig had the local hacks out in force. The Birmingham Post’s Andrew
Cowen concluding that “the chances of Dylan returning to the form of 1966 are pretty remote, but as
a living, breathing , still- functioning cultural God, he’s still ina class of one.” The Sunday
Mercury’s Bob Haywood agrees with me when he selects the evening’s high point as being, “a
stunningly extended and rearranged” Wicked Messenger. The Wolverhampton Express & Stars
Peter Bate simply stated that Dylan didn’t disappoint whilst the Birmingham Evening Mail’s Jon
Griffin realized that Dylan didn’t need to speak to his audience because “that material spoke
eleoquent volumes for the enduring genius of an elder statesman of rock and roll who simply refuses
to perform on anything other than his own terms” (or beca use he’s a miserable shit, depending on
your theory).
Whilst recognizing that the first London gig was not without faults, the Evening Standards David
Smyth summed up that “the palpable pleasure of watching the real Bob Dylan, frustrations and all,
was more than enough. In a world without Presley, Lennon and Hendrix, he’s the last legend
standing, and we’re very lucky to have him.”
Steve Chilton of the Coventry Evening Telegraph went along to interview Derek Barker, who,
despite “being built like a rock stars roadie”, is actually quite a keen fan of Bob Dylan and even
produces his own little magazine. He reveals that, when he shuffles off this mortal coil, he would
like his final journey to be accompanied by Knockin’ On Heaven’s Door and that his 81 st Dylan gig
(Birmingham) was “better than many I have seen but not as good as some performances I have seen
here in the UK in 1995 and 2000.”
David Hannington of The Guardian traveled to Brighton with video bootlegger Tony Roberts (sic)
and learns that, in order to get a camera past security you either need a very large loaf of bread, a
wife who will pretend to be pregnant, a mate who will pretend to be a hunchback or – the latest one
– a large tartan .. oh hang on; that one’s still a secret. Robert is convinced that Dylan secretly views
him and his comrades in arms as the true fans, preserving his legacy. Possibly, but all those
comments about fans stealing from him and how we should all “get a life” tend to suggest otherwise.
Meanwhile, away from the concert stage and hunchbacked Dylan fans, Q finally got around to
reviewing the Isis Anthology in May, with Andy Gill concluding that “there’s plenty of interest to be
found in this compilation of the most interesting Isis moments.” Barb Jungr’s Every Grain Of Sand
CD got reviewed in Mojo, where Fred Dellar feared that it could have been awful but was mightily
relieved to report that “Jungr approaches the Dylan songbook with a rare degree of intelligence,
relishing each line in the manner of a true chansonnier” and also in HMV Choice magazine, where
we are informed that “this CD should satisfy both Jungr fans and surprise Dylan diehards, bringing a
new twist to familiar melodies.
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With the Last Waltz reissued in various formats, Robbie Robertson was dishing out interviews
like confetti, down-playing the rift between himself and Levon Helm and occasionally mentioning
the 1966 European battleground. The remastered cinema version received three stars from the
Chicago Sun-Times’ Robert Ebert, who finds the assembled musicians on the whole, to be morose,
tired and burnt out; “…At the end, Bob Dylan himself comes on. One senses little connection
between Dylan and The Band, One also wonders what he was thinking of as he chose that oversized
white cowboy hat, a hat so absurd that during his entire performance I could scarcely think of
anything else. It is the haberdashery equivalent of an uplifted middle finger.” Rarely I think you will
agree, o loyal readers, has so much time and bullshit been wasted on one hat. And it’s not a cowboy
hat. You want absurd oversized cowboy hats, Mt. Ebert? Check out Bob Dylan in 2002.
The Washington Post’s Richard Harrington was somewhat more impressed: “…Like The Beatles
farewell film Let It Be, The Last Waltz gave witness to a disintergrating band’s last poetic
gesture…The Band still sounds powerful, vibrant, imaginative and adventurous almost three decades
on.”
Here in the UK, the 4-CD set received four stars from Q’s John Aizlewood; “…The Last Waltz
moves most gracefully 26 years later….The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down is almost operatic in
it’s grandeur, Acadian Driftwood has genuine lyrical depth and The Weight has a sense of doom that
Nick Cave would understand.” Mojo’s Barney Hoskyns found much to enjoy, though not Clapton,
Young or Dylan, whose “stuff is no less hot-airish than most of Before The Flood; Hazel is even
more leaden.”
Rolling Stone’s Peter Travers also interviewed Robertson, who comments on the reinstated Hazel;
“His (Dylan’s) passion on that thing is ridiculous.”
Finally, Masked And Anonymous kept hitting the pages of the dailies as more actors and actresses
were named as signing on the dotted line. Current Tom Cruise squeeze Penelope Cruz is onboard as
the girlfriend of a journalist and Jessica Lange, John Goodman and Luke (The Royal Tennenbaums)
Wilson have also all agreed to try and help bail Bob out of another spectacularly bad career move.

And that’s it for another month. Knowing me, Mark Carter,
knowing you, the 20 Pounds reader. Ah ha.
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April 2003
Just the two this time, both from the August 2002 shows so a little late in getting here,
though of course they had to cross the pond, which can take a while. I hope DVD’s speed
this up by removing the ntsc/pal transfer problem.
So we have

D5 A7 S7 H8 F7 I BC2
08-08-02
MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK
122.00
I Am The Man/ Just Like Tom Thumbs Blues/ Don’t Think Twice@/ Masters Of War @/ Cry
Awhile / Moonlight / I Don’t Believe You / High Water/ Tomorrow Is a Long Time / Its alright Ma/
My Back Pages / Summer Days/ Never Gonna Be The Same Again/ Wicked Messenger /Rainy Day
Women//// Like A Rolling Stone/ Honest With Me/ Blowin In The Wind/ All Along the Watchtower
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Shot by the same people with pretty similar results., though there is a lot less bleaching on this one
so probably worth your attention.

D4 A7 S7 H8 F6 I BC3
13-08-02
KANATA, ONTARIO
125.00
Somebody Touched Me@/My Back Pages@/Tangled Up In Blue ~/Don’t Think Twicec@/ Til I Fell
In LoveWith You/ Most Likely You’ll Go Your Way/ Floater / High Water / Masters Of War /
Visions Of Johanna/ I Shall Be Released/ Summer Days/ Like A Rolling Stone/ Cold Irons Bound/
Rainy Day Women // Honest With Me/ Blowin In The Wind/ All Along The Watchtower
Nice set list, and pretty well played too. The video could be better however, Its reasonably steady but
due to the distance involved doesn’t often get interestingly close. Also the features can be
“bleached” by over exposure at times, shame it’s not better.

Till Next Time

Chris
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES

It Takes A Worried Man………..
(Anticipating The Third Annual John Green Day)
Just round about now, about a fortnight before the day, I start to wish that we hadn’t got into all this.
Now, I’m a good sleeper: nothing much disturbs my peaceful nights so when I wake at 2am with an
image of Keith Agar appearing ghostlike on my bedroom ceiling I immediately know that things
aren’t quite what they should be in that tiny corner of my brain that keeps the bubble smack bang in
the middle of my cerebral spirit level.
I have completed my part of the task: the advertising has been done; the Traders and the speakers
have been booked; the tickets have been printed and all sent to the correct recipients: the data base
(with an abundance of thanks to Marilyn) looks like a work of art; the programme has been designed
(with an abundance of thanks to Jess) and is ready for collection. After six months of hard graft I can
take a breather. So why do I find it so ha rd to breathe at 2a.m. when my body should be getting
massive doses of sleep therapy? The problem is that so may things could still go wrong: the main
attraction booked for the event may just not turn up; the sound equipment may fail; the hotel could
be burned to the ground a few days before D-Day; I could go down with flu etcetera, etcetera.
My main area of concern however centres on our fabulous Master of Ceremonies Keith Agar. There
is only one Keith Agar and if our habitat was the jungle instead of East Anglia I would be an ant and
Keith would be an elephant. Yet therein lies the problem for you don’t get too many elephants in the
jungle and Keith frightens the life out of me when he disappears for a few days just prior to an event.
Has he chickened out? Has he left the Country? HAS HE DIED? So much depends on Keith that the
entire day would be disastrous without him and I have 2 a.m. visions of crowds of people requesting
refunds, angry faces at my window; ruin on my doorstep.
So, for any relief from all this stress, I have to look a lot closer at that image of Mr. Agar that
appears ghostlike on my bedroom ceiling at 2 a.m. And what do I actually find there? The real,
reliable Keith with a broad grin and a firm welcoming hand. The Keith who has never, ever, either in
Cambridge or in Northampton, let us down and the Keith who has single- handedly turned so many
average occasions into unforgettable events. And there is usually something else behind that image
of Keith: another smile of another face. The face of John Green himself telling me not to be so
bloody stupid and that nothing matters anyway. Apart, of course, from a Dylan ticket, a Bacardi and
coke and a jiffy bag to keep it all in.
So I have a restless moment and then I go back to sleep in the blissful knowledge that it will be
alright on the night. But, hold on a minute, what if the hotel fucks up the catering arrangements or
has booked the wrong people into the wrong rooms or…….
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For those who wont be able to make the day, the following are the contents of the programme.
Here’s hoping for an event that will match the magic of the first two. I’ll let you know.
Just Allow Us One More Chance – The Third Annual John Green Day
After the Second Annual John Green Day held in 2002, the organisers of the event received a
letter from Alan Titterton, John’s brother-in-law, on behalf of John’s family. The following
are extracts from Alan’s letter:
‘It was a great weekend……There was amazing warmth that pervaded the gathering….. Edna’
(John’s mum) ‘loved it. We all loved it. What better way to remember a man than by his
friends meeting and celebrating a common love and friendship. Thank you again and we look
forward to the next John Green Day.’
The sentiments expressed in that letter not only encouraged us in our endeavours to plan
another event, they also highlighted perfectly the purpose of the day. The ‘common love’ that
Alan wrote about is the love of Dylan folk for the work of Bob Dylan and the Third Annual
John Green day will be another celebration of that common love. A celebration too, of
friendship. Of the kind of friendship that, by his generosity of spirit, John forged with many
people both within and outside of the ‘ Dylan world ’. We are sure that on this Third Annual
John Green Day, many old friendships will be renewed and many new friendships will be
similarly forged. Whether you knew John Green personally or not, it does not matter. It is his
example of friendship that brings us all together once again to celebrate our love for the
work of Bob Dylan.
The work of Bob Dylan that we are focusing on this year concerns his ‘early folk’ years and we
are very lucky to have Carolyn Hester, who was a major influence on the young Dylan, to
perform for us. It is almost 40 years to the day since Dylan released the Freewheelin’ album
and in the programme for the First Annual John Green Day held in 2001 a verse of a song
from the Freewheelin’ album was quoted. The song was ‘Bob Dylan’s Dream’ and the verse,
which recalled time spent with friends went as follows:

‘With half-damp eyes I stared to the room
Where my friends and I spent many an afternoon,
Where we together weathered many a storm,
Laughin’ and singin’ till the early hours of the morn.’
Hopefully there won’t be too many storms for the organisers to weather today! If all goes
according to plan then everyone involved will be laughin’ and singin’ till the early hours of the
morn. So, without further ado, let the laughter and the singing begin!
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Our words to be told, our songs to be sung – what we have planned.
The Master of Ceremonies for the day will again be Keith Agar. Those who attended the first
two John Green Days will surely remember the way that Keith masterfully managed the
events. Keith will again be bringing his own wonderful style to introduce the various happenings
throughout the day and evening.
The event this year will be split into two halves with talks and other features taking place
during the morning and afternoon and the evening concentrating on live music. The speakers
will include Andrew Muir whose new book ‘Troubadour’ will be published on the day of the
event. The always entertaining C.P. Lee will also be speaking. There will be a panel discussion
chaired by Derek Barker, the Editor of ISIS, together with the ever popular Dylan quiz
hosted by our Quiz Master Ged Keilty.
We are particularly lucky this year to have Carolyn Hester performing for us. You will find
further details of Carolyn’s strong links with Dylan elsewhere in this programme and we are
pleased to say that Carolyn has agreed to give a talk during the afternoon about her
involvement in Dylan’s early folk days including a screening of the Westinghouse TV show.
The evening’s live music will be kicked off by the wonderful ‘Dylanesque’. The young band ‘Cold
Overture’ who swept us away like a hurricane with their exciting set last year, will be next on
stage before a performance by Carolyn Hester which will complete the live entertainment. If
enough people bring their guitars and are willing to get up and sing, the night will be a topped
off by a free-for-all hootenanny in true folk club fashion.
Throughout the day there will be a separate video room with a large screen which will have a
continuous showing of film about and relating to Bob Dylan. The film will contain highlights
from Dylan’s entire career. During the day there will be a raffle, the prize for which will be
copies of the films that are being screened in the video room.
There will be merchandising tables from My Back Pages, Badlands, lazycarrott.com, Sound
Advice, Street Legal and Colin Groves. These very nice people will be selling books, Cd’s,
magazines, T-shirts and all manner of other Dylan related material. Browse or buy- they will
be pleased to see you.
Food will be available on the day in conjunction with The Moat House Hotel. The convention
bar will be open throughout the day until late on Saturday night. The residents bar will be
open throughout the night – indeed until the last man (or woman) is still standing!
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Talkin’ John Green Day III News - the day’s agenda
Below is set out the planned agenda for the day. These events will take place
in the main room of the Buckingham Suite. Although we intend to keep to the
times detailed, there may be a slight variation on the day.

10.00–11.00am

Registration.

11.00–11.15am

Formal welcome, introduction and opening by your Master of
Ceremonies for the day, Keith Agar
Talk by Andrew Muir, well known Dylanologist, author of the Dylan
book ‘Razors Edge’ and editor of Judas! magazine. Andrew’s new
book ‘Troubadour’ will be published on the day of the event.

11.15–12.15pm

12.30–1.30pm
1.45–2.2.45pm

3 – 4pm
4.15 – 5pm
5-7pm break
7.15 – 8.15pm
8.30–9.30pm

9.45–10.45pm
10.45 – 11pm
11pm - late

‘Will You remember Me At All?, a quiz organised and presented by
Ged Keilty.
Talk by C.P. Lee, a Freewheeler, a respected Dylanologist and
author of the popular Dylan books ‘Like The Night’ and ‘Like A
Bullet of Light’. C.P.’s new book ‘Shake Rattle and Rain’ has recently
been published and will be available on the day.
An afternoon session with Carolyn Hester, talking about the early
folk days.
A panel discussion chaired by Derek Barker. Included on the panel
will be Jeff Stevens who gave a talk at last years event.
At 7pm the raffle will be drawn and the ticket prize winner will be
announced.
The first of the evenings live music with the wonderful Dylanesque
performing from their extensive repertoire of Dylan covers.
Performance by the band Cold Overture. This young and energetic
band will be again be bringing to the house their own highly
charged music.
The highlight of the evening’s entertainment with a set from the
American folk icon Carolyn Hester.
Formal closing of the day by Keith Agar.
Free for all hootenanny by any one who wants to get involved. If
you’ve got a song to sing, we want to hear it!
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She Was A Friend Of Mine

For any young wannabe it is simply a matter of getting yourself into the right place at the
right time. If you have a worthy talent you will get noticed and the rest should follow. It
certainly worked that way for a 20 year old Woody Guthrie wannabe from Minnesota who had
so much talent that, one day, he would be able to stop the world from spinning. All he needed
was that right place and that right time and, of course, a friend to lend a helping hand. The 20
year old wannabe from Minnesota was lucky for he got two bites at the cherry and each right
time that he found himself in the right place, the same friend was there with that helping
hand.
The first right t ime was in August 1961 and the right place was a folk gathering at the popular
Club 47 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The friend of the wannabe, an established folk
performer, invited him up on stage in the middle of her set and gave him the chance to
showcase his talents. The 20 year old got up on stage and sang four songs. For some of his
audience the world just stopped spinning during that brief performance and when he finished,
they came to realise that the world wouldn’t spin in quite the same way again. He had been set
on his way.
The second right time was far more important. It was a few weeks later, in September 1961
and the right place was an apartment on West 10th Street, New York. That same friend of the
wannabe, the established folk performer, was rehearsing songs for her new album and she
invited him along to the apartment to play some backing harmonica. What made the occasion
so important was that an influential, and indeed legendary, record producer just happened to
be in the same place at the same time. The magic then happened again because, after he had
heard the wannabe play, the influential record producer was so knocked out by the obvious
talent that, so rumour has it, he offered the 20 year old a recording contract on the spot.
The rest, as they say, is history.
Now let me add some flesh to the bare bones of these anecdotes. Let me say that the
influential record producer was none other that John Hammond Senior; the wannabe was none
other than Bob Dylan and the friend with the helping hand was none other than Carolyn
Hester. It wouldn’t be true to just blame these incidents on mere simple twists of fate: in
those early folk days there was a strong link between Bob Dylan and Carolyn Hester.
Writing in the 106th issue of ISIS some 41 years later, the Dylan historian John B. Way
reminded the magazine’s readers of the link between Dylan and Carolyn Hester. John was in
fact reviewing the recently surfaced Westinghouse Broadcasting television programme from
1963 in which both performers appeared. John had this to say about Carolyn Hester:
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‘Next up is another singer who has strong links with Dylan – Carolyn Hester. Born in Waco,
Texas in 1936, and a distant relative of ex-President Lyndon Johnson, she was brought to
Columbia records by John Hammond and, to compound the parallels with Dylan's story, this
was after a rave review by Robert Shelton in The New York Times following her first New
York concert! But not before she had made her first eponymous LP for Pat Clancy’s Tradition
label (sleeve note by Stacy Williams alias Robert Shelton – another parallel!). The story of her
second eponymous LP, with Dylan, is well known by now and its importance to Dylan’s
subsequent career cannot be overstated’. *
It is with some great delight then that on this Third Annual John Green Day we are able to
renew that link from the past and see Carolyn Hester perform at a gathering of Dylan folk.
We are very grateful indeed to Carolyn for agreeing to appear at the event and we have now
doubt that, at some point during her performance she too will be able to stop the world from
spinning. We wish
Carolyn well for the remaining shows on her UK tour.

*The extract from ISIS 106 is reprinted here with the kind permission of Derek Barker

Freewheelin’ would like to thank all those taking part in the Third Annual John Green Day.
We certainly couldn’t have done it without you.
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Chris Cooper’s
Bob thoughts

Last month I moaned about the lack of Oz shows, then virtually all of them arrive at once.
This means that I can now look again at these shows with greater subjectivity than I did
before. While that’s the plan anyway. This has been taken a step further however as some
of the US April shows have also arrived quite fast , giving me the unique opportunity to
compare two tours at the same time. Add to this the change in personnel from one tour to
the next and things are decidedly more interesting. So I guess I just have to do this don’t I?
Don’t I?
It’s amazing how things get so tangled up around here nowadays. This lot has arrived just
before JG3 (John Green Day 3 to those less informed) and this brings with it a flurry of
work. If you haven’t guessed by now my enthusiasm at times needs a boost and lately
more so than before. Dear old JRS may worry and fret and generally annoy the hell out of
me but he plods on regardless, testimony to why our little magazine has lasted so long
already I have no doubt. As you, dear reader know, I have had many troubles with this
these days. The old “why are we doing this?” plea you know. Recent times have seen me
pushing further and further into other music and less and less inclined to spend so long on
Bob alone, some would say that is good, others not. I made a very conscious move to cut
back on all these peripheral activities, I have come to terms with my being a collector first
and an article writer second, but I have often tried to reverse those goals as it was what
seemed to be needed. It has taken me a lot of time to get around to being who I am and
just letting others accept it as it is, and that means cutting down on the non collecting stuff.
Believe me that has been hard and pretty unpopular but it’s starting to happen now. Which
hopefully will result in more quality time for things that I want to be more involved in.
But, soul searching of my own aside, how’s Bob doin’ this year?
Well not bad actually. Based on what I have heard I can’t see the year going down as a
classic, but its no bummer either. Dylan sounds in fair voice, and the band are generally
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pretty solid too. The Oz shows seem to feature more prominent keyboards than the
Novemebr 2002 shows, but I would say that whilst there’s more of it, it’s not necessarily as
good. Of course the loss of Sexton has resulted in a need to pull in the reins a bit, the band
are less adventurous and the set lists are far more predictable. Probbaly to help break in
the new guitarist. Or is that guitarist(s)? Once again Dylan would appear to be rehearsing
these people on stage. To my ears that is a rather unprofessional thing to do.
Bob if you ever read this (perish the thought) then for God’s sake stop doing that. Your
audience, and more importantly your music requires you to take better care of things. I like
change, it’s a healthy though sometimes painful thing, but the wrinkles should be resolved
before you hit the road, not after.
In Oz they got Billy Burnette. Billy seemed to settle in quite quickly and after a very
hesitant first night was playing some nice guitar. He lacked Charlie’s fire but had a blues
tinge to his playing that I thought would fit ok with Larry Campbell. But I guess it was not to
be, by the time the tour got America again Billy has left to be replaced by the altogether
different Freddie Koella. Freddie is a much quieter player, almost regressing to rhythm
guitar on some of the songs. This allows Larry to shine a lot more. I find this a two edged
sword. Whilst missing the clash of heavy metal from their sound, Freddie is giving Larry the
chance to play more mandolin as well as some more tasteful guitar playing. Like Billy he
seems to have settled in pretty fast and by the end of April (I haven’t heard any May shows
yet) he has feels confident enough to take Larry on for some guitar duelling. This is all
down at low volume level and I cannot see it being as obviously appealing as the
pyrotechnics we got when Larry and Charlie jammed with each other. Time will tell who has
fell.
Of course the lower volume brings Dylan more to the fore than usual and I think therefore
the US shows have the edge on the Oz ones, but that’s not to say better, just different
guitarists.
But more on that later.

Till Next Time
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World Without
Tears
By Russell Blatcher
The month of May should be great for Manchester music- lovers with shows coming from Lou Reed,
Neil Young, and first up Lucinda Williams.
In early April Steve Earle played in Sheffield on the Sunday evening before the UK release date of
World Without Tears, and sure enough, they were playing Williams’ new album over the PA prior to
the show. The volume was fairly low under the audience hubbub and I don’t know how much had
gone before these lines from Those Three Days wrenched my attention to it:

Scorpions crawl across my screen
Make their home beneath my skin
Underneath my dress stick their tongue
Bite through flesh down to the bone
And I have been so fuckin’ alone
Isn’t that stunning? It’s no surprise that Earle should want to promote Williams’ work. Sadly, she is
yet another great artist from the States saddled with a recidivist’s record of under-performing in the
charts. Robert Christgau was regretting this way back in his Rolling Stone review of Car Wheels On
A Gravel Road (July 23 1998):
Yet beyond print media, where she's lionized whenever she sticks her head out of her lair,
Lucinda Williams can hardly catch a break. She gets covered in Nashville, even won a
songwriting Grammy after Mary-Chapin Carpenter cut the tongue out of "Passionate Kisses,"
and if Lucinda Williams maintains its steady sales pace, it will go gold around 2038. Smitten
bizzers keep giving her advances, too. But she's never charted, and her labels have a terrible
way of vaporizing.
Mercury Records’ Box Set The Complete Hank Williams includes tributes from many country music
luminaries, including one from Lucinda Williams:
I first heard Hank Williams’ music at home from as early on as I can remember. Growing up
around poets and novelists, there were many evenings spent sitting around the living room
with our close family of friends. On any given night, as the hours grew late, someone would
ask if I would get my guitar and sing a few songs. I would sing ‘Farther Along’, ‘Malted
Milk Blues’, ‘I Can’t Help It If I’m Still In Love With You’, or ‘Cold, Cold Heart’. By the
time I got around to ‘I Saw The Light’, plenty of handclapping and hollering was going on.
Another voice would usually call out to my father, ‘Miller, tell us about the time you met
Hank Williams!’ Dad would oblige us by rising from his chair and, in preacher fashio n,
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testifying, he would recall this story with strains of ‘I Saw The Light’ hovering in the
background:
‘Well, I met Hank after a concert he gave in Lake Charles, Louisiana, and he let me
hang around later for a drink in a honky-tonk. Being a struggling poet and a young college
instructor, and stupidly wanting to disguise the Arkansas preacher’s boy that I was, I sat there
with my tweed coat and pipe and ordered a glass of scotch. After some talk and a few rounds,
Hank stood up, looked me square in the face and lamented, “Williams, you don’t need to be
drinkin’ Scotch. You oughta be drinkin’ beer, ‘cause you got a beer-drinkin’ soul!”’
Hank Williams was talking about being who you are. My father never forgot the lesson.
Being the granddaughter of a Method ist minister and the daughter of a poet (I was
born in Lake Charles just four months later, the month Hank Williams died), I always related
to this story in a way that would help me form my view of the world and the way my music
reflected that.
Hank Williams was one of us.
(if this appears garbled towards the end, I’m afraid it is not my fault, the compilers of the booklet
appear to have lost a paragraph somewhere)
In the current odour of the United States around much of the world, it is vital that we still understand
what Lucinda Williams means by ‘one of us’. Despite all that has happened in the last month the
premier symbol of that nation remains the Statue of Liberty. Consider for a moment the inscription
on its base:
Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame
With conquering limbs astride from land to land
Here at our sea-washed sunset gates shall stand
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand
Glows world -wide welcome; her mild eyes command.
The air bridged harbour that twin cities frame.
"Keep your ancient lands,
your storied pomp!" cries she.
"Give me your tired, your poor,
your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-st to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!"
Is that still the face which the United States presents to the world? Or is the “golden door” to be shut
forever in the face of the “huddled masses”? Have they now replaced the “Mother of Exiles” with a
new Colossus whose “conquering limbs stride from land to land”? The root of the United States
strength is compassion, the compassion for the wretched and homeless represented by the Statue Of
Liberty. I believe that compassion is still to be found somewhere in the American people’s hearts.
There was a real attempt to forge a new kind of country there. After all, every aggressive Imperialist
State there has ever been, regardless of how powerful it became, has eventually crumbled, broken up
and disappeared. The unadvertised side to the hawkish persuasion currently in power is their hard
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heartedness. The more Bush spends on the military, the more he will undermine every piece of
welfare expenditure he can. But what he sees as strength is, ultimately, weakness.
The song which really began Hank Williams’ career (by bringing him, however indirectly, to the
attention of Fred Rose – see Hank Williams The Biography by Colin Escott) was Tramp On The
Street. This was written by Grady and Hazel Cole and recorded by them in August 1939. Although,
in their version “like a parody of a hillbilly record” (Escott, page 49), the power of the song lay in
it’s compassion for the perennial underdog, of which there were so many in the thirties when it was
written. Hank Williams reshaped it into a heart-wrenching plea for sympathy for the victims of
America’s dark side. The only surviving recording of Hank Williams’ version dates from 1949
(Health and Happiness acetates, The Complete Hank Williams Disc 10 Track 19). He introduces it
as a hymn, “one of the best that anyone ever wrote”:

Only a tramp was Lazarus sad fate
He who lay down at the rich man's gate
He begged for the crumbs from the rich man to eat
He was only a tramp found dead on the street
He was some mother's darlin', he was some mother's son
Once he was fair and once he was young
And some mother once rocked him, her darlin' to sleep
But they left him to die like a tramp on the street.
Jesus, Who died on Calvary's tree
He shed His life's blood for you and for me
They pierced His side, His hands and His feet
And they left Him to die like a tramp on the street.
He was Mary's own darlin', he was God's chosen Son
Once He was fair and once He was young
Mary, she rocked Him, her darlin' to sleep
But the y left Him to die like a tramp on the street.
If Jesus should come and knock on your door
For a place to come in, or bread from your store
Would you welcome Him in, or turn Him away
Then the God would deny you on the Great Judgement Day.
Williams recorded a number of religious songs as Luke The Drifter. Here, however, although he
compares the tramp to Christ, the appeal of “some mother’s darlin’[…] some mother’s son” is
essentially secular. If society cannot care for such as these it’s whole basis is undermined, or
replaced by that which will destroy it from within.
Fifty years later Lucinda Williams addresses the same issue on her new album on the track American
Dream.
Much has been made of her use of “rap” on some tracks. At it’s crudest the New Zeala nd Herald on
19th of April heads their review with “Madonna isn’t the only sexy veteran who’s decided to start
rapping late in her career”, a comparison and description which no doubt would delight Williams.
What some of these reviewers may have missed is that Williams’ co-producer on World Without
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Tears, Mark Howard was an associate of Daniel Lanois, and engineered the Dylan albums Oh Mercy
and Time Out Of Mind. The atmosphere and ambience of the 3 albums are very similar at several
points, and the vocal delivery on American Dream is reminiscent of Dylan’s especially on
Highlands. If you want further proof of a connection there compare Dylan’s line in Highlands: “I’m
listening to Neil Young, I got to turn up the sound” and Williams in Ventura: “Put Neil Young on
and turn up the sound”.
Part of the reason for the half “spoken” style of American Dream, is it’s intention to give a platform
to the real voices of the underprivileged, testifying to the conclusion “Everything Is Wrong”, which
is the only “sung” part of the track:
Last time I saw you had dirt under your nails
Your eyes were glassy and you looked so pale
You said “My life has become a livin’ hell
Ain’t got enough money to pay my bills”
Everything is wrong
Everything is wrong
Got a friend with a needle stuck in his arm
He got hooked on heroin in Vietnam
“It used to help kill the pain some of the time
Now I can’t sleep at all since I got back home”
Everything is wrong
Everything is wrong
“I worked in the strip mines off and on
Now I can’t seem to get rid of this cough
Ain’t been many jobs these last few months
And the last one I had I got laid off”
Everything is wrong
Everything is wrong
“They ain’t got no hot water and they shut off the heat
Can you loan me some money for something to eat
Been out here on this corner for about a week
Tryin’ hard to stay under my own two feet”
Everything is wrong
Everything is wrong
“They wanna try and tell me where I can live
They kicked me off my land and told me they’d give me
A nice little tract house with running water
But how’m I goin’ to explain that to my Navaho mother”
Everything is wrong
Everything is wrong
“My American dream almost came true
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But the things they promised me never came through
I believe in the American Dream, but things are never quite what they seem”
Everything is wrong
Everything is wrong
Everything is wrong
Everything is wrong.

(If you want to pursue the Dylan connections further, the repeated refrain is very like Oh Mercy’s
Everything Is Broken.)
The sequences of witnesses to what is wrong with the American Dream is unequivocal. There is the
war veteran used up and left to struggle with his demons. The manual worker whose health is
destroyed by his working environment, then discarded when the economy turns. The native
American cast out from his homelands. And of course there is Hank Williams’ Tramp on the Street
(“Can you loan me some money for somethin’ to eat/Been out here on this corner for about a
week”). As a group, they define the ‘us’ in ‘one of us’. This is not strictly a class issue nowadays
(whiskey versus beer drinkers), though it was much more so in Hank Williams’ lifetime. The
essential split is between those who care for their fellow man, and those who don’t.
Lucinda Williams father, Miller Williams wrote and read a poem at Bill Clinton’s 2nd Inauguration
in 1997. He had been a long-time friend of his fellow Arkansan, after working on his unsuccessful
run for Congress in 1975. The poem, from a time when such hopes were perhaps more likely to be
fulfilled, emphasised the need for America to not just remember the objectives for which it was
created:
OF HISTORY AND HOPE
We have memorized America,
How it was born and who we have been and when.
In ceremonies and silences, we say the words,
Telling the stories, singing the old songs.
We like the places they take us, mostly we do.
The great and all the anonymous dead are there.
We know the sounds of all the songs we brought.
The rich taste of it is in our tongues. The disenfranchised dead want to know.
We mean to be the people we meant to be,
To keep on going where we meant to go.

But how do we fashion the future? Who can say how,
Except in the minds of those who call it Now?
The children. The children, and how does our garden grow?
With waving hands - - oh, rarely in a row - And flowering faces, and brambles, that we can no longer allow.
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Who were many people coming together
Cannot be one people falling apart.
Who dreamed for every child an equal chance
cannot let luck alone turn door knobs or not.
Whose law was never so much of the hand as the head
cannot let chaos make its way to the heart.
Who have seen learning struggle from teacher to child
cannot let ignorance spread itself like rot.
We know what we have done and what we have said,
and how we have grown, degree by small degree,
delivering ourselves toward all we have tried to become - Just and compassionate, equal, able and free.
All this in eyes of children, eyes already set
on a land we can never visit - - it isn't there yet - but looking through their eyes, we can see
what our long gift to them may come to be.
If we can truly remember, they will not forget.
Like his daughter, Miller Williams suggests (subtly enough for it not to be controversial on such an
occasion) that the outer forms of allegiance to the founding fathers ideals and aspirations are not
being matched in reality. He too hopes for compassion and togetherness (“Who were many people
coming together/Cannot be one people falling apart”).
If I have mislead you into expecting a review of World Without Te ars, then I’ll just say that I would
rate it even higher than Car Wheels On A Gravel Road. The songs were apparently recorded ‘live’ in
an L.A. mansion and have all the advantage in atmosphere which that can bestow, with none of the
usual concomitant sloppiness. The range of dynamics and styles is wide indeed, from ‘rap’ (!) to
(another commonplace of the reviews to date) Exile On Main Street style guitar raunch to gentle
traditional country ballads. But as always with Lucinda Williams her great strength is personal
relationships. Sample the second verse (I quoted the first near the beginning) and chorus from Those
Three Days:
You built a mist inside my soul
You rest your head on leaves of gold
You managed to crawl inside my brain
You found a hole and in yo u came
You sleep like a baby breathing
Comfortably between truth and pain
But the truth is nothin’, been the same, since those three days,
Did you only want me for those three days
Did you only need me for those three days
Did you love me for ever
Just fo r those three days
For those three days
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When this is delivered in Williams’ unmistakable voice the effect is electrifying. Robert Christgau
described that voice far better than I can:
Williams's big voice has always thrived on contained emotion--soul strengthened by its
refusal of overkill. But not since the openhearted Happy Woman Blues has she gotten so
much feeling on tape. This she accomplishes without belting--although the music rocks like
guitar-bass-drums-plus should, she's never as loud or fast as someone dumber might be. She
skillfully deploys the usual roughness tricks, from sandpaper shadings to full- scale cracks,
but her main techniques are the drawl, emphasized to camouflage or escape her own
sophistication, and the sigh, a breathy song-speech that lets her moan or croon or muse or coo
or yearn or just feel pretty as the lyric permits and the mood of the moment demands. (RS
July 23 1998)

Sadly today’s Rolling Stone reviewer does not share Christgau’s percipience. Karen Schoemer (RS
920) is the guilty party, particularly so for her cavalier dismissal of American Dream. Believe me,
despite Ms Schoemer’s view, this album is no disappointment. I’ve played it at least once daily since
I got it, and the anticipation of seeing Williams in person is now immense.
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Of Gods and Generals
By

Chris Hockenhull
There have never been too many references to the American Civil War
in the work of Bob Dylan, yet I believe that there must be a feeling for
the events that shaped America in him. The celebrated historian Shelby
Foote said in the 1960’s that for anyone to have an understanding of
America at that time, one needed to have a grasp on the roots and
causes of the Civil War, which I believe to be true. By now most will
have seen the dvd from Gods and Generals. For many the interest is in
Dylan’s video for ‘Cross The Green Mountain. Personally I find the
song rather plodding but the video is quite atmospheric and I would
have liked to have seen a longer film as it brings the song to life,
interspersed with scenes and characters from the film.
I have a far longer and deeper rooted interest in the civil war that
stretches back many years before I became interested in Dylan and
look forward to the 5-hour version of the film that is to be released
later this year.
I don’t know how many of you will have seen the film Gettysburg.
Based on Michael Shaara’s Pulitzer Prize winning novel The Killer
Angels it runs over three hours long and is made by the same makers
of Gods and Generals, part of a trilogy of films to be made about the
war, Gods and Generals being the second. Many of the characters in
Gettysburg replay their roles in Gods and Generals. In fact it makes
more sense to see Gods and Generals before Gettysburg as the
events in Gods and Generals take place before Gerttysbug (can you
follow all this?).
Often when people visit my home they comment on the lack of Dylan
pictures around the house that they expect to see but there are none.
Yet in my back living room there is a picture of a man I was intrigued
to find more about after watching the film Gettysburg named
Lawrence Joshua Chamberlain who is played by Jeff Daniels (he’s the
one sitting at the piano with his wife singing Kathleen Mavoureen. At
least in Gods and Generals he has been able to grow his own
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moustache as opposed to the one put on him in Gettysburg (you’ll
notice a difference!).
Born in Maine in 1828 he graduated to Bowdoin College and in 1855
he became professor of rhetoric and modern languages. After the
outbreak of the war he asked his superiors to allow him leave as he felt
he had to become involved in the war but was refused. In 1862 he
asked permission to study in Europe and this request was granted,
only for him then to enlist and join the 20th Maine as lieutenant
colonel, his brother Tom also serving under his command. Throughout
the duration of the war he served in 24 engagements but is best
remembered for his defence of the union line at Little Round Top on 2
July 1863, the second day of the battle of Gettysburg. His tactics that
day are still used as a source of study in leadership classes and for it
was awarded the Medal of Honour. Following the war he returned to
Maine and served three terms as governor. He returned later to
Bowdoin College as professor of mental and moral philosophy. As
president of the college he served for 13 years and was said to have
lectured in every department there until 1885. He became a successful
businessman and wrote many accounts of his involvement in the war.
He died in 1914.
Joshua L. Chamberlain was a deep thinker and a man of high moral
standing who from my readings by and about him had a conscience
about the struggle and what fellow man was capable of doing to each
other and often struggled to make sense of it all. His character was
similar in some was to that of Dick Winters who belonged to 506th
Regiment, Easy Company from 101 st Airborne who served in the
Normandy campaign in Europe 1944 portrayed in Band Of Brothers.
These were some of the what has become known as citizen soldiers
throughout wartime and I have thought a lot about this recently
through times of conflict, ordinary people who for whatever reason
become entangled in the great mess that this world throws up
constantly since time started.
Lessons don’t appear to be ever learnt but I am constantly intrigued
about these types of people who for whatever reasons become
embroiled in warfare, and sadly, will always be.
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Elliot Landy's
Woodstock Photos
by Paula K.V. Radice

The Dylan highlight of last month must have been
the visit I paid to Proud Central Gallery in London to
see the small exhibition of Elliot Landy's Woodstock
photos (there was also an section of photos of the
Beatles in India, but that was, needless to say,
much less interesting).
I have always liked the Woodstock photos, seeing
Dylan looking so relaxed and with his family. It was
astounding to see them in the scale they are reproduced for this exhibition
(the smallest is around 20 by 30 inches, and some are considerably larger),
and you only realize, at this scale, what a good photographer Landy actually
is. The camera looks at Dylan frankly and with obvious affection, and Dylan
reciprocates. (There is - rather incongruously - a handful of concert photos
from 1978 as well, which are necessarily much less intimate, and much less
telling about Dylan the man).
Most of the images are very familiar, of course, but it was nice to see a
significant number of previously unseen photos, some of them so good that I
wondered why they had never been published. There is an astonishing series
of four close-up portraits, for example, with Dylan's face filling and overflowing
the boundaries of the photos, that are incredibly beautiful. If they hadn't been
quite so big, I might have been tempted to stuff them under my coat and make
a run for it (I make a good run, but I run too slow, so it might not have been
successful).
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I certainly couldn't contemplate buying copies of them: all of the photos on
show here are for sale, but with prices ranging from around £700 to £1000 per
print, they're well beyond my pocket (but I have got a birthday coming up, if
anyone's interested...). What a shame there isn't a catalogue to accompany
the exhibition, or, at the very least, some postcards to take home as a
reminder of the images.
The photos are nicely framed, hung and lit, and I would recommend to anyone
who is within easy travelling distance of London that they make at least a
detour to see them. Proud Central Gallery is a step away from Charing Cross
station: turn right from the station into the bottom of the Strand, take the first
right turn, and immediately a left turn into Buckingham Street. The Gallery is
on the corner. It's open until 7 o'clock in the evening, and admission to the
two exhibitions is £3.00. It's open throughout May, but ends sometime in early
June, I think.
Really looking forward to Northampton: hope to see you all there!
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SONG AND DANCE MAN
By
Richard Lewis
Recently I went to see Michael Gray give a talk called “Bob Dylan and the History of Rock ‘n Roll”.
He started off by talking about what the 50’s were like before rock ‘n roll and went on to the
differences between what we heard in Britain as compared to the U.S. As it was an illustrated talk he
used as a comparison Tommy Steele’s “Rock with the Cavemen” and Chuck Berry’s “Too Much
Monkey Business” and then commented upon the influence that the latter had on Dylan’s first rock ‘n
roll single “Subterranean Homesick Blues”. Backtracking he referred to the importance that Elvis
Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Little Richard and Buddy Holly had on the young Dylan. A few visuals
would have been useful here.
He then showed how Dylan’s voice developed as his phrasing adapted to the different styles of
“Moonshiner”, “All I Really Want To Do” and the Live ’66 “Mr Tambourine Man”. Gray then went
on to a recounting of Dylan going electric at Newport and the importance of the 65/66 World Tour.
He broke for an interval promising us a treat in the second half.
A screen and a video projector had been set up centre stage. Earlier I had expected to see slides of
the various performers that Gray talked about but so far it had not been used. As the lights went
down after the interval suddenly up their on the large screen was that wonderful out take from Eat
The Document of Dylan singing “Ballad of a Thin Man” as he played the piano like a man
possessed, his fingers and hands taking on a life of their own. It doesn’t matter how many times I
watch it I can always see again. Some how each viewing seems as fresh as the first time you saw it. I
close my eyes and I’m back in the second row at the Albert Hall and it is May 1966 all over again.
This was the highlight of the talk.
Gray went on to talk sensibly about “Blood On The Tracks” and tell us a touching anecdote of when
he met Dylan backstage at Earls Court and got his autograph for his child, Gabriel, with the message
“be safe always”. Gray talked about the way Dylan used the Bible to give him “sparks” to ignite
other ideas and how good it was to see him not only accept the ageing process on “Time Out of
Mind” but to go on to actually enjoy it and have fun in “Love and Theft”. He ended by playing
“Floater”.
By coincidence just before I went to see Michael Gray an old friend had rung me up wanting to
know if I could remember anything about Joni Mitchell meeting the Incredible String Band in 1967.
I said I would have a look through my old Melody Makers and in doing so I came upon the attached
article written by a young Michael Gray described as an “unemployed writer” at York University. I
think it is quite an interesting piece. See what you think.
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ISIS PART II
1283 words on

The Gendering Experience
By Patrick J. Webster
To continue: the question that arises from the argument I began to explore last time might, one
supposes, point as to whether one could see travel in itself as a gendering experience, in other words
to travel gives one the essence of assuming a particular gender. A number of cultural theorists have
explored the issue; for example, Janet Wolff has argued tha t ‘the practices and ideologies of actual
travel operated to exclude or pathologise women’ and that there is ‘something intrinsically
masculine about travel’. (1) As to what extent this is true is, it seems to me, problematical to
ascertain, but it would seem hard to accept that travel is in itself intrinsically gendered. It would
seem too simplistic to say that men naturally travel simply because they are men; and, in any case,
women do travel, both in life and in art.(2)
It would appear that historically the ability to travel has as much to do with such issues as wealth
and class as it has to do with gender. However, on the other hand, it would seem true to say that
there is a biological imperative at work here. In a certain sense women have not been as
empowered to travel as men, in so much as the experience of the vast majority of adult females for a
large part of human history has consisted primarily of pregnancy, childbirth and child-rearing.
Furthermore, it has been suggested that much of the travelling undertaken by men is stimulated by a
reproductive motive. Eric J. Leed has described this desire to travel as a
‘spermatic journey’, that travel is ‘stimulated by ... a search for temporal extensions of self in
children, only achievable through the agency of women’ (3) In other words, men travel to spread
their genes whilst women, because of practical necessities, do not.
In a similar vein Erik Erikson has argued that it is: ‘The physical design of the human body; the
inner space of the womb and the vagina, which signifies women’s biological, psychological and
moral commitment to motherhood, and the possession of the penis predisposes men to be concerned
with achievement and exploration’. (4)
The idea that many girls tended to make enclosed domestic scenes, led Erikson to claim the
importance of ‘inner space’ for women, something that was ‘deeply rooted in their biological
construction’ .(5) Thus, the physical design of the body: the inner space of the vagina and womb,
contrasted against the outer projected penis, offers a predisposal to the gender roles within society.
In other words, women stay at home and men push out into the wilderness, at least this would appear
to be the conclusion of Erikson’s argument.
However, it would seem to me that such a view is overly reductive, I would argue against such a
deterministic point of view. I would suggest, in the light of these arguments, (particularly of Janet
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Wolff’s), that travel, rather than being seen as gendered in some way, could itself be seen as a
gendering experience. In other words, by travelling one actually derives or performs some sense of
masculinity or femininity, and the fact that, within the discourse of Dylan’s work, there is a
consistent reference to masculine travel raises a number of significant issues. Some of these issues
are played out in an early, unreleased Dylan song,’Rambling, Gambling Willie’ (1962); a title that,
in itself, could be seen as a pun on movement, freedom and male sexuality.(6) In the song a likable
character called Willie O’Conley spends the entire narrative rambling and gambling around
America, doing those things a man presumably has’gotta do’.Willie has had ‘twenty-seven children
but never had a wife,’ however, he has supported his children and ‘all their mothers too’,(7) or at
least he has in a material sense, for he is unwilling or unable to be present with them in person for
any length of time. The reason why Willie cannot be present is
unstated in the song, one assumes that Willie is too busy out in the rambling, gambling world of
men, where, unsurprisingly, he eventually suffers a violent death at the hands of another man.
Thus the narrative of the song can be seen as suggesting not only a need to be on the road, but
also a need to escape from a feminine and familial sphere of influence. This is, I would argue, a
significant constituent in reading the performative element present within the construct of
masculinity in Dylan’s work. The men in Bob Dylan¹s songs have a continual desire to leave women
in order to confront a wilderness of which women are not a part; in one sense at least
this is what it means to be a man.
This idea is readily discernible throughout Dylan’s canon. For example, in ‘Tangled Up in Blue’
(1975), the male narrator feels compelled to seek the wilderness, to confront his inner self in the
song’ s ‘great north woods’. In ‘Up to Me’ (1975) the masculine narrator tells the woman he is
involved with: ‘One of us had to hit the road I guess it must be up to me’, (8) and one notes, of
course, that it is the man who must do this.
The road is, I would argue, one of the most important symbolic tropes in Dylan’s work. It becomes a
way of life in itself: ‘My life is the road that I walk’, Dylan told an interviewer in the early
1960’s.(9) In the construct of Dylan’s work the road also turns out to be a way of life. One way of
escaping the dilemma of life is to keep travelling, to keep on moving, to ‘keep on keeping on’ as
Dylan puts it. The men in Dylan’s songs live on ‘lifes hurried tangled road’ (10) they are ‘still on the
road heading for another joint’(11) they are ‘walking the road, living on the edge’ (12) they are ‘still
pushing themselves along the road’ (13).
‘I’m still very patriotic to the highway’, Dylan told Playboy magazine in March, 1966,(14) and, in
an interview from the 1960s, Dylan appeared to encompass the whole issue when he said: ‘What
hangs everybody up is the fact that I’m not stopping’. (15) This is, I would argue, a significant
remark; like Dylan himself the me n in his songs are not stopping, and the idea of constantly resisting
containment becomes a template on which to draw a sense of the self, specifically the sense of the
self as a man; a performative way of constructing a sense of a gendered identity.

To be continued ...
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WHAT WAS IT YOU WANTED?
By
Jim Gillan
Silly question really, as all the past evidence indicates that I’m not hugely interested in the
answer(s). Which is just as well, as on the whole the feedback from the vast army of Freewheelin’
readers is so slight as to be anorexic. In parallel universes, which these days I find myself happily
inhabiting for a growing amount of time, my postbag does occasionally bulge – indeed you may
have read some of the items of correspondence that I’ve reproduced in earlier Freewheelin’s. Hell’s
teeth, maybe you wrote ‘em. Anyway, to further amuse, enrich, enrage, divert, convert, pervert
(keep reading), distract, extract, impact or encourage a swift shift to another’s piece, here we go
again.
But first. Anyone hoping to read more about the lovely Mary, and to use that as a means of further
reflecting on the nature of intrusion, assumption, circumstance and meaning, the bad news is that she
has asked me to hold it there. To further disappoint any voyeurs, she has also said that whilst she
has every intention of coming to the John Green day, NO WAY is she going to risk appearing in
seams, and even wearing a skirt is unlikely. For the very last thing that she wants to do is be the
object of curiosity and/or question. I’m increasingly unhappy with myself for the last effort and
have promised not to point her out. I only hope that those of you who already know her also respect
her wish to remain incognito. Thanks for that.
Now then. I am, as ever, hugely impressed with Paula’s writing. Her piece in Freewheelin’ 211 had
all sorts of resonance for me. For sure “we are all degraded…” (sic) by what has, and is, happening
in Iraq and elsewhere. On a personal level I don’t believe that it matters what Bob thinks, says or
does about the war in Iraq, or indeed any of the countless other criminal abuses perpetrated by the
US Government and their cohorts, including the UK. Truth, justice, freedom, democracy, peace,
tolerance and personal integrity has no meaning for those people, anymore than does environmental
protection, sustainable development, the elimination of world poverty and the ending of exploitation
in all its forms. All of which can be achieved, but never will be so long as the interests of
corporations, coupled with political expediency, especially the desire for re-election at any price, are
what drives Government. By all means take what yo u can gather from Masters of War, When the
Ship Comes In, or whatever. But if you want ANY chance of a meaningful future for yourself and
future generations, get out of the chair and help make better things happen.
On second thoughts, don’t bother, as the interests of the planet and all other life forms on it are better
served by humanity imploding at the earliest opportunity. Which given the accelerating rate of the
depletion of resources, the destruction of habitats and the proliferation of chemical, biological,
nuclear and ‘conventional’ weapons, it is on course to do. And no, I don’t subscribe to prophecies of
an Apocalypse, Armageddon, the Book of Revelations, Nostradamus or the existence of the
Tralfamadorians. Though that last has some appeal.
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Back to parallel universes – which may indeed exist, as distinct from being a convenient construct.
Horizon (I think) did a programme about it all some while back. Something to do with reconciling
‘string theory’ with the ‘big bang’. I also seem to recall references to eleven dimensions, many
different sets of laws of physics, gravity leaking over from another universe (where it is a much
stronger force than we know it) and how black holes were/are caused. I may have this wrong, but I
think the implication was that SOMEWHERE (maybe real close) the apparently inexplicable, the
utterly irreconcilable, the demonstrably impossible and the terminally weird all make sense. Which
might make Bob watching/listening/interpreting an entirely different activity.
In one of those at dawn my lover wakes moments, what is certain is that only last night I did dream
about being at a gig yet to happen here. On the basis of what I had already heard from earlier in the
tour, my fears were high and my expectations low. But instead of the same old stuff, I was, along
with the rest of the audience, astonished to hear Bob open with the ‘Sexual Life of the Camel’
which, for the sheltered amongst you goes :The sexual life of the camel / Is stranger than anyone thinks, / At the height of the mating season /
He tries to bugger the Sphinx. / But the Sphinx's posterior sphincter / Is clogged with the sands of
the Nile, / Which accounts for the hump on the camel, / And the Sphinx's inscrutable smile.
Now whatever you might feel about the content, it’s a good piece of writing, humourous, clever and
full of energy, arguably akin to the likes of ‘If You Gotta Go’, ‘Fourth Time Around’ and
‘Motorpsycho Nightmare’. The arrangement was massively atmospheric, very dark and with lots of
brooding organ (appropriate enough I suppose), as well as some searing guitar. The vocal delivery
was precise and measured, with Bob’s phrasing making for the usual unusual breaks in the lines, as
for example ‘The sexual life of the camel is (pause) s tranger than (longer pause) anyone (brief
pause) thinks’. He also raised the pitch very slightly at the end of each of the lines, deliberately
rising up on his toes as he did so. When he got to ‘He tries to bugger the Sphinx’ he leaned right in
to the microphone, a downright lascivious leer giving him an expression new to me and, I guess, to
everyone else in a crowd stunned silent by it all.
At ‘And the Sphinx's inscrutable smile’ a HUGE grin lit up his face as his eyes danced across us,
then signaled to Tony (on, of all things, a tea chest bass) to play a solo, using notes from somewhere
down in the sub-basement of the musical register. Shimmering cymbals from GOOD LORD!
Winston Watson led in to verse two (which, like the even more rarely heard verse three, deals with
hedgehogs and the habits of the Navy), before the rumbling counter-point of bass drums and tomtoms overwhelmed everything. Bob segued straight in to ‘Senor’ – and never has ‘can you tell me
where we’re heading?’ been more appropriate) before the thunderous applause kicked in. At which
point I woke up.
No, I’m not trying to be rude, crude, lewd and disgusting, none of which requires effort on my part.
I really had this running though my head. So much so that on waking with a sense of wonder and
the curiosity that always follows, I attempted to sing it in my unlovely croak (which sounds a bit
like, but not as rich as, Bob’s 2002 voice) in to the mini-disc recorder. Damn, I think it works! So
too says Ros, my beloved – and she takes her Bob seriously. Bob could do it, no problem.
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I know that some might think it outrageous, but it’s not so very different to him battering ‘This Old
Man’ or his dipping in to any of the ‘nonsense’ songs that so enrich the folk tradition. And we know
he likes and respects that, as well as the ribald humour of minstrelsy and music hall. So if he could
do it, maybe he will. Which is very nearly the same as definitely. Yes, I know it’s not conclusive,
but is the glass half- full or half-empty – assuming it’s even there at all?
How about it Bob? And, having performed it, why not allow it to go on to the bobdylan.com site, or
better still, in to the list of ‘custom mix’ songs? If all that sounds a little too barmy, which I suppose
some of the mean-spirited amongst you might think, then to at least give others a flavour, maybe our
beloved leader, the Holy Spoke, can make time for a version of the Dylan Imitators Contest at the
John Green day. The idea would be to get those who are willing to give it a go to treat the crowd to
their attempt at it. Bound to raise a laugh, perhaps even garner a round of applause and maybe even
be welcomed as an opener by Caroline Hester - who might even fancy trying it as a duet with the
best rendition.
Enough of this. I’m off to bed tonight in the hope that Bob shows up in concert some more. And if
so, that he fancies a go at ‘The Talking Dog’, an Oldham Tinkers song from the late 1970’s, which
was based on a much older work piece of doggerel (how apt) collected, I’m to ld, in a work called
‘Lancashire Lore’. It’s exactly the sort of obscure stuff that Bob seems to home in on, so who
knows. And, after his take on Arthur McBride wouldn’t you just love to hear him tackle the dialect?
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by
Robert Forryan
I love the cinema, but, like football, it can let you down as often as it lifts you up. There are times
when a film can be the equivalent of seeing your team go 0-3 down in the first 15 minutes and
knowing that there is no way back. The other evening, though, I had the equivalent of a 6-1 win.
The film we went to see was ‘L’Homme Du Train’ starring Jean Rochefort and Johnny Hallyday.
Yes, that Johnny Hallyday; the one who was once France’s only rock star. The tiny theatre had sold
out so word must have gone around Ipswich that this was worth seeing. It was.
Hallyday plays a world -weary bank robber who arrives late one evening (by train) in a small French
town. The streets are deserted and the only hotel is closed. No towns can ever be as empty as French
towns. By chance he comes to meet Rochefort who plays an elderly bachelor living in a grand and
well- furnished town house. Rochefort puts him up and the film is primarily about the relationship
that develops between the two opposite characters. Rochefort is a gentle, retired teacher who loves
poetry and has led an extremely sheltered life. As a sub-plot we learn that Hallyday has come to
meet some hoodlums and to rob the town’s bank.
Over a few days Rochefort and Hallyday come to envy each other’s way of life. Hallyday likes the
cultured, quiet charm of Rochefort and takes to smoking a pipe and wearing slippers. By contrast
Rochefort feels he has missed out on life’s excitements and wants to test himself. When he learns
about the bank raid he offers to help but is turned down, very gently.
It doesn’t sound much of a story but it is very funny and the joys are in the acting, characterisation
and cinematography. And you could sense that everyone in the cinema enjoyed themselves. I said it
was like a 6-1 win. It would have been 6-0 but the opposition got a late consolation goal by virtue of
the ending. Otherwise it was perfect.
*

*

*

*

*

*

I wonder if any of you heard David Gilmour on ‘Desert Island Discs’ recently? I’ve never liked Pink
Floyd but I thought Gilmour sounded a really nice, unpretentious guy; and unpretentious is not a
word I would normally connect with Pink Floyd. He didn’t seem to have been affected badly by his
wealth and success. I liked the fact that Sue Lawley suggested that the members of Pink Floyd are
generally unknown as people, untouched by celebrity status, hiding behind their ‘arty’ LP covers and
not having their photos all over the place. Gilmour says they always thought having their photos
taken was silly.
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His choice of eight records was as near to my own taste as any I’ve ever heard: ‘Waterloo Sunset’,
‘Dancing In The Street’, and Leonard Cohen, Joni Mitchell, Tom Waits and Neil Young. And, best
of all, ‘Ballad In Plain D’. You may remember that some months ago I wrote for this magazine
defending ‘Ballad In Plain D’ and it was great to find someone else who likes it so much. I bet it’s
never been chosen on ‘Desert Island Discs’ before. Gilmour said he always liked Dylan’s love
songs. Me too, David, me too.
It was mentioned that Gilmour now does live solo acoustic shows for small audiences which
sounded very relaxed and yet dignified. I do wish Dylan would go down that route instead of so
many electric guitars and so much volume…

*

*

*

*

*

*

My reason for writing about a film and a radio programme is that I don’t have anything else to say
and I missed last month so I need to post something to keep my membership; but I have to say I
don’t know whether I should try to hang in here. I have been writing on Dylan-related themes for
over 12 years now, beginning with ‘Homer, the Slut’ in 1991. I know this is short-term compared
with some of you and bears no relationship to the several pages that JRS commits to month after
month. Nonetheless, I think I may be about ‘written out’. At bottom, I feel a deepening malaise – a
waning of enthusiasm for Bob Dylan and, particularly, his recent work. It would not be the first time
I had ‘gone off’ Dylan for a number of years. Maybe I’m not sufficiently obsessive to keep it going.
This has been coming on for some time. Most of my recent articles for ‘Judas!’ and ‘The Bridge’
were drafted two or three years back and have just been polished up for publication.
It’s something that’s been on my mind for a while and as a result I emailed Andrew Muir over
Easter. Here is an extract:
Which brings me to the main point. I think the time has come for me to say goodbye to the Dylan
writing. I have become so disenchanted with the drift of Dylan’s ‘art’ and I truly feel out of kilter
with the community that has developed around it… maybe now is the time to quit…

…it’s all very sad but I don’t feel a part of this any more.

And after I’d sent it I wondered if I’d ever been a part of this.
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